MSC CARGO INSURANCE

YOUR PEACE OF MIND IS OUR JOB
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+

ROUTES
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MILLION TEU
CARRIED ANNUALLY

155

A FAMILY COMPANY
Passion is what keeps MSC moving
ahead when crossing oceans,
or reaching far away corners of the
globe. Innovation drives the way we
develop technology to transport goods
faster, more efficiently and in a more
sustainable manner.
We are a family company, founded by
Captain Gianluigi Aponte, and our focus
remains true to our roots, building and
retaining long-term partnerships with
customers of all size and scale.
We care for our people, our customers
and their cargo.

COUNTRIES

524
OFFICES

100,000
MSC GROUP EMPLOYEES

MSC CARGO
INSURANCE
Cargo transportation can entail various risks.
The new MSC Cargo Insurance was born to
protect you from all of them.
We have partnered with first class insurance
companies to offer you a crucial instrument,
which provides you and your supply chain a full
peace of mind should an issue to your cargo
occur during transit with MSC.
MSC Cargo Insurance is based on full cover and
protects you against risks inherent to maritime
and land transportation securing you a full
compensation in case of damage to your cargo.

ONE-STOP SHOP APPROACH

MSC applies a very personalized one-stop shop approach, from the
quotation of your premium to the handling of your potential claim, you can
rely on our commitment with a minimum involvement from your side.

MSC Cargo Insurance’s scope of cover is the widest possible as it can
extend from Warehouse-to-Warehouse and anything in between such as
port-to-port, door-to-port, etc.

COMPETITIVE PRICE
& QUICK QUOTATION

In partnership with First Class Insurers, MSC is able to offer you in no time
an insurance premium quotation for your cargo.

TAILOR MADE
COMPETITIVE RATES

SIMPLE EVALUATION
& EASY PROCESS

ZERO DEDUCTIBLE POLICY

WIDE COVERAGE

MSC Cargo Insurance has a much wider coverage than the standard
terms of maritime transportation. It is equally applicable for reefers and dry
containers with a high value limit and has a wide geographical scope with
only very limited number of cargo exclusions.

MSC CARGO INSURANCE COVERAGE
Loss or damage to cargo due to:
Fire
Cargo damage due to delay
Stranding, grounding, sinking, collision
Salvage & general average contributions
Heavy weather events
Natural events - Act of God
Wetting damage
Physical damage to the cargo, stevedore mishandling
Thefts & pilferage
Reefer temperature variation
Destruction costs
Sue and Labour

EASY CLAIM PROCESS

At MSC, we are aware of the emotional and financial stress that a
cargo claim can cause to your business.
Therefore, we aim to give you the best possible service and minimize the
impact of the claim through our insurance solution.

FULL ASSISTANCE

With MSC Cargo Insurance, your cargo claim will be directly handled
by the insurance company:
Less documents
Surveyors appointed on the Insurance Company’s account
Efficient and easy claims procedure
24/7 worldwide permanent assistance
Local contact and proximity
In average, your cargo claim from submission to resolution will be dealt
within 30 days.
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MOVING THE WORLD, TOGETHER.

For more information please visit msc.com/insurance
or contact msccargoinsurance@msc.com

